Disclaimer

Van Genderen Opleidingen B.V.

Although this site has been compiled very carefully, Van Genderen Opleidingen B.V. excludes any liability for inaccuracies,
incompletions and any consequences of acting in accordance with information that is available on or through this site. The user
of the site is advised with great force to not use this information in isolation, but judge by her professional knowledge and
experience and to check the information to use. Van Genderen Opleidingen B.V. contains links to external websites. Van
Genderen Opleidingen B.V. is not liable for and has no control over the contents of these websites. Van Genderen Opleidingen
B.V. indemnifies against all the legal consequences.
Should there be used parts of texts, resources or images on this website of which you are the owner and are in the supposition
that we do not have the right to display your material on this website, you can contact us via the contact page.
In this disclaimer the following terms shall mean:
§ the webpage: every webpage in which the publisher includes a hyperlink to this disclaimer with the intention that this
disclaimer applies to this webpage;
§ the publisher: the authorized publisher of the webpage;
§ use(es): among other things load, log in, call up, consult, read, examine, listen to, update, complete (of forms), send,
(temporarily) copy, maintain, redirect, distribute, use of services, enter into legal acts (e.g. purchase, rent);
§ you: the either or otherwise represented natural or legal person who uses the webpage;
§ the contents: among other things texts, images, hyperlinks, sound and/or video fragments and/or other objects;
§ damage: direct or indirect damage whatsoever, among other things lost data and transactions, loss of turnover, profit or
another economic disadvantage.
The following applies to the webpage.
§ By using the webpage, you agree with this disclaimer.
The publisher makes every effort to regularly update and/or supplement the webpage. For all this care and attention, it is
possible that the contents is incomplete en/or incorrect.
§ The publisher provides the contents of the webpage in a state in which it actually is, without guarantee or safeguard with
regard to the reliability, suitability for a certain purpose or otherwise. The contents is experimental and meant for private
use.
§ The publisher is not liable for damage that is or threatens to be inflicted and follows from or in any respect is related to
the use of the webpage or to the impossibility to consult the webpage.
§ The publisher can change or end the webpage to his own discretion and on every moment he desires, with or without
prior notification. The publisher is not liable for the effects of change or termination.
§ With the exception of this disclaimer, the publisher is not responsible for files of third parties that apparently are linked to
the webpage. Liking does not mean a confirmation of these files.
§ Unauthorized or improper use of the webpage or its contents can constitute an infringement on intellectual rights,
privacy regulations, publication and/or communication in the broadest sense. You are responsible for all that you send
from the webpage.
§ The publisher reserves the right to deny you permission to use the webpage and/or to use certain services that are
offered on the webpage. In addition, the publisher can monitor access to the webpage.
§ You will protect the publisher, his employees, representatives, licensees, business partners and the author of this
disclaimer against and indemnify against legal and extrajudicial measures, convictions and the like, including the costs for
legal assistance, accountants and the like that are established by third parties as a result of or related to your use of the
webpage, your infringement of any legal regulation whatsoever or the rights of third parties.

